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12, 1, 2], trees [5], and sets of codes [7, 15, 21, 19, 20] to
represent digital binary images, and many efficient algo-Using bincodes to represent binary images is shown to be

very simple and storage-saving. Given a set of bincodes, this rithms on these spatial data structures have been developed.
paper presents two improved codes, namely, the logicodes and Bincode is a new method to compress binary images
the restricted logicodes to represent binary images. We first [15]. Each bincode represents a black rectangular subimage
transform the given bincodes into a set of logical expressions. of the input image; the code is formed by interleaving the
Then a minimization technique is employed to reduce the stor- binary representations of the x- and y-coordinates of the
age space required for these logical expressions, thus obtaining

subimage with its level in the corresponding bintree. It hasthe logicodes, on which set operations can be applied directly.
0 to 25% space utilization improvement over the linearFurther, we put some restrictions into these logicodes to make
quadtree coding method in empirical comparisons [22].each resulting logicode, called the restricted logicode, represent-
Some fact image algorithms on bincodes [9, 10, 3] haveing a connected black block. Given 20 different-type real im-
also been developed. In [19], the input is a rectangularages, experimental results show that our logicodes (restricted
binary 2m 3 2n image array and each pixel is labelled withlogicodes) present a saving of 29% to 44% (12% to 34%) with

respect to bincodes. When compared to Sarkar’s method, except an m- and an n-bit Gray code. Then, each pixel position
spending a little more space, our proposed codes do have three of the binary image is represented by a logical expression
advantages: (1) it is easier to extract the related geometrical of m 1 n variables. Sarkar applies the Quine–McCluskey
coordinates; (2) the bincodes can be used as direct input; i.e., method to minimize the Boolean function resulting from
they do compress the bincodes further; and (3) each restricted the encoding of the original binary image. Experimental
logicode represents a connected block block.  1997 Academic Press results show that Sarkar’s encoding method is better than
Key Words: spatial data structures; binary image compression;

both the bincodes representation and the linear quadtreebincodes; logical expressions; minimization; logicodes; set oper-
representation. Based on Sarkar’s codes, some efficientations; Sarkar’s codes.
operations, such as intersection, union, complement, and
area calculation, have been developed [20]. In centroid
computation, it needs some effort to extract the geometri-1. INTRODUCTION
cal coordinates.

In one of our previous works [24], a bincode is interpre-Designing efficient image representations [17, 18] is an
ted as a logical expression based on the x- and y- coordi-important issue in pattern recognition, image processing,

computer graphics, computer vision, etc. Efficient image nates of the corresponding subimage; this interpretation
representations may save space and facilitate the manipula- allows operations on bincodes to be performed using logi-
tion of the acquired images. Researchers use strings [6, 23, cal operators [24, 4]. This paper presents two improved

codes, namely, logicodes and restricted logicodes for the
handling of binary images. We first transform input bin-* Corresponding author. E-mail: klchung@cs.ntust.edu.tw.
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codes into a set of logical expressions. Then a minimization Given a 2m 3 2m binary image, each black node at level l
in the bintree with left-bottom corner (x, y) is encoded astechnique reduces the storage required for these logical

expressions, thus obtaining the logicodes, on which set om21
k50 (xk 3 24k13) 1 om21

k50 (yk 3 24k11) 1 o2m21
k50 (sk 3 22k),

where xm21 xm22 . . . . . x0 and ym21 ym22 . . . . . y0 denote theoperations can be applied directly. Further, we introduce
some restrictions into these logicodes to make each re- binary representations of x and y, respectively; s 5 22m 2

22m2l 5 (s2
m

21 s2m22 . . . . . s0)2 . In fact, the encoded bincodesulting logicode, called the restricted logicode, represent
a connected black block. The restricted logicodes are more with 4m bits for that black node is (xm21s2m21 ym21s2m22

xm22 s2m23 . . . x0 s1 y0 s0)2 .suitable for some operations, such as neighbor finding [17,
18], which is the kernel of connected component labelling, The black nodes of Fig. 1b are labeled by their corre-

sponding bincodes as shown in Fig. 1c, where each bincodethan logicodes. This issue is beyond the scope of the paper.
Since a DF- (depth first-) expression can be transformed is represented by a 3-tuple (x-coordinate, y-coordinate, s),

a binary number, a decimal number, and a string of logicalinto bincodes [9] in linear time, a DF-expression can also
be transformed into our logicodes in linear time. Given 20 symbols described below. Here, the listed bincodes of Fig.

1c are not dependent of any specific traversal order. In [9,different-type real images, experimental results show that
our logicodes (restricted logicodes) present a 29% to 44% 10, 3] they are listed by preorder.

Observing the process in building the bintree, we first(12% to 34%) space improvement over bincodes. When
compared to Sarkar’s codes, except for spending a little divide the original image into two equal-sized subimages

in the x-direction. All the pixels in the left (right) subimagemore space, our proposed codes have the three advantages:
(1) it is easier to extract the related geometrical coordinates have their xm21 to be 0 (1); the order coordinate-variables

xm22, . . . , x0, ym21 , ym22 , . . . , and y0 are viewed as ‘‘don’t-when compared to the Gray code-based approach [19]; (2)
the bincodes can be used as direct input; and (3) each care’’ symbols. Logically, we denote the left (right) part

as Xm21 (Xm21). In the next step, we divide the two subi-restricted logicode represents a connected black block.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 mages in the y-direction. Four generated subimages,

namely, the left-lower part, left-upper part, right-lowerintroduces the logical interpretation for bincodes. Section
3 illustrates our new representations. Section 4 illustrates part, and right-upper part, are denoted by Xm21Ym21,

Xm21Ym21, Xm21Ym21, and Xm21Ym21, respectively. Assome experimental results on 20 real images. Section 5
gives the conclusions and outlines our future works. shown in [24], each pair xi s2i11 (yi s2i), 0 # i # m 2 1, can

be represented by a boolean function of a binary variable
Xi (Yi). That is, a bincode is represented by the logical ex-2. LOGICAL INTERPRETATION FOR BINCODES
pression:

Assume that the given image is represented to the posi-
fm21(Xm21)gm21(Ym21)fm22(Xm22)gm22(Ym22) . . .tive quadrant of a Cartesian coordinate system. The posi-

tion of each pixel is represented by its x- and y-coordinates, f1(X1)g1(Y1) f0(X0)g0(Y0),
i.e. a pair of positive numbers. The bincodes of the image
can be derived from its bintree representation. To repre- where each function fi( ) (gi( )) has three possible outputs,

namely, Xi (Yi), Xi (Yi), and d 5 ‘‘don’t care.’’ Therefore,sent a binary image by using a bintree, we recursively
divide the image, if it is not either totally black or totally each of the functions fi(Xi) and gi(Yi), 0 # i # m 2 1,

can be represented by a 2-bit value. To make a directwhite, into two equal subimages in the x-direction and
the y-direction alternatively. Initially, the original image correspondence with the encoding previously introduced,

we choose 01 to represent Xi and Yi ; 11 to represent Xiis represented by the root node. Two son-nodes are added
to represent the two equal-size subimages divided in the and Yi ; 00 to represent d. The 2-bit number corresponding

to fi(Xi) is located at positions 4i 1 3 and 4i 1 2 in thex-direction. If any subimage is either black or white, the
dividing process terminates on that part. This process is encoded bincode, and that corresponding to gi(Yi) is lo-

cated at positions 4i 1 1 and 4i. For example, in Fig. 1c,performed recursively until all subimages are either totally
black or totally white. As a result, a bintree is obtained. the encoded bincode for block B1 is represented by the

binary string 01010101 and its logical product expressionThe nodes at odd-numbered levels of the bintree represent
the subimages subdivided in the x-direction; the nodes at is X1Y1 X0Y0 . The leftmost 2 bits, 01, denote the X1 ; the

next 2 bits, 01, at positions 5 and 4 denote the Y1; the 2even-numbered levels of the bintree represent the sub-
images subdivided in the x-direction; the nodes at even- bits, 01, at positions 3 and 2 denote the X0; and the 2 bits,

01, at positions 1 and 0 denote the Y0. By the same argu-numbered levels of the bintree represent the subimages
subdivided in the y-direction. Figure 1a shows a 22 3 22 ment, the encoded bincode for block B3, represented by

11010000, is X1Y1 5 X1Y1dd. In this case, the memorybinary image. Its bintree representation is shown in Fig. 1b.
The bincode is based on the bintree structure and repre- required is reduced from 8 to 4 bits since the ‘‘don’t-care’’

symbols are discarded.sents the bintree as an ordered collection of black nodes.
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FIG. 1. A 22 3 22 binary image.

Using a logical expression to represent each bincode, 3. NEW METHODS
the whole image can be represented by ORing each expres-

Based on the prceding SOP logical expression, this sec-sion. As a result, the image in Fig. 1 can be a sum-of-
tion presents logicodes and restricted logicodes to repre-products (SOP) represented by the logical expression
sent binary images and shows that set operations on imagesX1Y1 X0Y0 1 X1Y1 X0Y0 1 X1Y1 1 X1Y1 X0 1
can be performed by applying logical operations directlyX1Y1 X0Y0 1 X1Y1 X0Y0 1 X1Y1 X0Y0 . However, in order
on these codes. First, a minimization technique is employedto distinguish two consecutive logical products, we put
to reduce the storage required by the preceding SOP logi-one d symbol at the end of a logical product. For example,
cal expression. Then, each product term is represented byto store the bincodes in Fig. 1, we need only store 110100
a number, named a ‘‘logicode.’’ However, a representationfor block B3. Since the size of the image is 4 3 4, each
as a logicode may represent more than one disjoint blackbincode has eight bits. All other blocks in Fig. 1 need eight
block, for instance, not appropriate in connected-compo-bits to be represented, the total being 54 bits. In the worst
nent labeling [17, 18], we also present a ‘‘restricted log-case, the proposed SOP logical expression uses fewer bits
icode’’ which does not represent a minimized logical ex-when compared to that of bincodes representation. It is
pression, but only a single black block, maximal byalso easy to recover the original binary image from an

SOP form. inclusion.
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For example, in Fig. 2, block B19 5 Y0 5 dddY0 is repre-
sented by the binary number 00000001. The leftmost 2 bits,
00, denote that X1 is a ‘‘don’t-care’’ symbol; the next 2
bits, 00, denote that Y1 is a ‘‘don’t-care’’ symbol; the 2 bits,
00, at positions 3 and 2 denote that X0 is a ‘‘don’t-care’’
symbol; the 2 bits, 01, at positions 1 and 0 denote the Y0

symbol.
Actually, the two-bit representation allows a fourth

state. In [4, 24], the fourth state is used to denote theFIG. 2. Blocks represented by logicodes.
invalid logical function of the variable which may occur,
e.g., in the operations without valid results.

A logicode is composed of two parts, namely, the X-
component and the Y-component, as follows:3.1. Logicode

The basic concept of the proposed logicodes is to mini-
X-component 5 fm21(Xm21)fm22(Xm22) ? ? ? f1(X1)f0(X0),

mize the preceding SOP logical expression. Since an SOP
Y-component 5 gm21(Ym21)gm22(Ym22) ? ? ? g1(Y1)g0(Y0),is the logical representation of bincodes, the logicodes do

compress the bincodes further. In Sarkar’s codes, the input
is the original images, each pixel in the image encoded by where the functions fi and gi, 0 # i # m 2 1, have been
a Gray code-based code. In addition, the logicodes are defined previously. To store a logicode, we can store the
easier to extract the related geometrical coordinates be- X-component and Y-component separately and use only
cause the binary representations of x and y, where (x, y) is one d to represent a sequence of trailing d’s. By using this
the geometrical location of the black block, is geometrically representation scheme, block B19 of Fig. 2 is stored as dd

Y0 (5 000001). The first d denotes the X-component andpreserved in each product of the SOP. While in Sarkar’s
the subsequent dY0 denotes the Y-component. By the sameGray code-based method, it is harder to extract the related
argument, block B29 is stored as X1dY1d and B39 is storedgeometrical coordinates [20].
as X1X0Y1d. The whole image needs only 22 (5 6 1 8 1Consider, for instance, the example in Fig. 1. OR the
8) bits.logical expressions of B1 and B2 to get X1Y1Y0; simplify

To find the intersection, the union of two images, andit by combining it with the lower half of B3, thus obtaining
the complement of an image with respect to its backgroundY1Y0. B1, B2, B5, B6, B7, the lower half of B2, and the
(i.e., set of white elements), we apply logical operationslower half of B4 can be combined in the logical expression
on these logicodes. We use the logicodes in Fig. 2 and Fig.Y0 . By using this scheme, the image of Fig. 1 can be repre-
3 as the inputs to demonstrate how the set operations work.sented by Y0 1 X1Y1 1 X1Y1X0 (see Fig. 2). It is rather
AND the logicodes of the two images to obtainstraightforward to convert the above logicodes into the

bincodes in a reverse direction.
(Y0 1 X1Y1 1 X1Y1X0)We use the same logical interpretation in the bincode

to encode each logicode. Each logical function of Xi or Yi ? (X1X0 1 Y1Y0 1 Y1X0 1 X1Y1X0)
in one product denotes one of the following states: (1) the

5 X1X0Y0 1 Y1X0Y0 1 X1Y1X0Y0 1 X1Y1X0 1 X1Y1Y0 .logical variable itself (Xi or Yi); (2) the complement of the
variable (Xi or Yi); and (3) a ‘‘don’t-care’’ symbol. Two

The resulting image is shown in Fig. 4. Instead of applyingbits are used to represent the logical function fi (gi) of a
the minimization technique, only basic logical operationsbinary variable Xi (Yi). That is, we use at most a 4m-bit
are applied. Looking at this figure, we see that the termnumber (a4m21a4m22 . . . a1a0) to represent a logicode, where
X1Y1X0 for A4 is redundant. The redundant term may be
removed if we apply the logical minimization method to

a4i13a4i12 5 01, if fi (Xi) 5 Xi , the resulting logical expression. OR now the above two
sets of logicodes to obtain

5 11, if fi(Xi) 5 Xi,

5 00, if fi(Xi) 5 d; (Y0 1 X1Y1 1 X1Y1X0)

a4i11a4i 5 01, if gi (Yi) 5 Yi , 1 (X1X0 1 Y1Y0 1 Y1X0 1 X1Y1X0)

5 11, if gi(Yi) 5 Yi , 5 (Y0 1 Y1Y0) 1 (X1Y1X0 1 X1Y1X0) 1 X1Y1

1 X1X0 1 Y1X05 00, if gi(Yi) 5 d.
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FIG. 3. The second 22 3 22 binary image.

connected component labelling. Thus, we impose some
5 Y0 1 (Y1 1 X1Y1) 1 (Y1 1 X1Y1) 1 X1X0 restrictions to make each of the resulting code to represent

a connected black block.1 (Y1 1 Y1X0)
A logicode represents two disjoint black blocks sepa-

5 Y0 1 Y1 1 (X1 1 X1X0) rated by x (y) axis, if Xj ? d (Yj ? d), 0 # j , m 2 1,
is the least significant variable in the X-component (Y-5 Y0 1 Y1 1 X1 1 X0.
component) which is not a d, and there is only one d at
position i for i . j. If there are two such i’s (either inThe resulting image is shown in Fig. 5.

To find the complement of an image, we can use De the X-component or in the Y-component), the logicode
represents four disjoint black blocks. In general, if thereMorgan’s law. For example, the complement of the log-

icodes in Fig. 1 is are k $ 0 such i’s (either in the X-component or in the
Y-component), the logicode represents 2k disjoint black
blocks. For example, in Fig. 2, block B91 has two disjoint(Y0 1 X1Y1 1 X1Y1X0)
black blocks separated by the y axis. Its Y1 is don’t-care,

5 Y0 ? (X1 1 Y1) ? (X1 1 Y1 1 X0) but Y0 is not.
If we restrict each logicode to have d’s only at its least5 X1Y1Y0 1 X1Y1Y0 1 X1X0Y0 1 Y1X0Y0

significant variables in both the X-component and the Y-
5 N1 1 N2 1 N3 1 N4. component, the logicode represents one connected rectan-

gular black block. As shown in Fig. 7, the B91 of Fig. 2 is
The resulting image is shown in Fig. 6. The redundant subdivided into two subimages represented by the re-

term X1X0Y0 for N3 may be removed if the minimization stricted logicodes Y1Y0 and Y1Y0. By using the same encod-
technique is employed. ing as before, B10 is stored as dY1Y0; B29 is stored as

X1dY1d; B39 is stored as X1X0Y1d; B49 is stored as3.2. Restricted Logicode
dY1Y0. The whole image needs 28 bits to be represented.

Logicodes, derived from minimizing bincodes, have bet-
ter space utilization when compared to the bincode repre- 4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
sentation. They are also efficient in performing some set
operations as described in the preceding subsection. How- In the previous section, we have presented logicodes

and restricted logicodes. In this section, we evaluate theever, since a logicode may represent some disjoint black
blocks, it is difficult to use it in some applications such as performance of bincodes, logicodes, restricted logicodes,

FIG. 4. The result of ANDing two logicodes in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3.
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FIG. 5. The result of ORing two logicodes.

and Sarkar’s codes on 20 real, binary images, each having stored codes are really valid. That is, it needs log2 3 5
1.585 bits to represent a state. One product in the SOP is256 pixels 3 256 pixels, thus requiring 8K bytes of memory.

Finding the logicodes results in a minimization procedure now represented by a short sequence of ternary digits. As
a result, the SOP is still represented by a long sequence ofinvolving 16 binary variables. As the number of variables

is n, the number of prime implicants of one class of these ternary digits. Then, we transform the sequence of ternary
digits into binary numbers and store the binary sequencelogical functions is proportional to 3n/n [14]. Since the

search space is huge, we adopt a heuristic approach [8] to in the secondary storage. This improved representation
presents a saving of 20.77% 5 1 2 (log2 3)/2 with respectsolve the minimization problem, well aware that our results

may not represent an optimal solution. Even so, a substan- to the previous representation. This ternary representation
is similar to the one in [20], but we discard all the trailingtial space utilization is achieved. We get the number of

Sarkar’s codes by transforming the geometrical coordi- ‘‘don’t-care’’ symbols, except the first one, in each product.
By using this storage saving scheme, 84256, 40648, andnates into Gray codes first and then applying our minimiza-

tion program. 50420 ternary digits are needed for bincodes, logicodes,
and restricted logicodes, respectively, to represent Fig. 8.There is an extreme case, the checkerboard pattern with

size 256 3 256. It needs 32,768 codes for a bincode, a Among the sample images, four are pure text images,
seven are line-drawn figure images, three are picture im-restricted logicode, and a Sarkar’s representation, but only

2 codes for a logicode representation. This extreme case ages, and six are combinations of text and figures. Table
1 illustrates the total codes required for those representa-is not included in our experiments. Among these 20 sample

images, texts, pictures, and a mixture of texts and pictures tions and the related performance. For the four text images,
they need 19,945 bincodes; 11,759 logicodes; 14,497 re-are included. Figure 8 illustrates one of the sample images.

It needs 5311 bincodes, 2590 logicodes, 3210 restricted stricted logicodes; 11,294 Sarkar’s codes. The ratios denote
the number of the logicodes, restricted logicodes, and Sark-logicodes, or 2469 Sarkar’s codes to be represented. Since

each code needs 16 ternary digits, totally they require ar’s codes, respectively, over the number of bincodes, and
the corresponding ratios are 59%, 73%, and 57%. It is shown84976, 400720, 51360, and 39504 ternary digits, respec-

tively. It has been described in Section 3.1 that each logical that the regular structure of text images and line-drawn
figures offers more opportunity to be minimized. Totally,function of Xi or Yi in one product denotes one of the

following three states: (1) the logical variable itself (Xi or for these 20 sample images, the ratios are 60%, 72%, and
57%. Logicodes perform 40% better than the bincodes; theYi); (2) the complement of the variable (Xi or Yi); and (3)

a ‘‘don’t-care’’ symbol. Although each state is represented restricted logicode representation has 28% space utilization
improvement over the bincode representation.by two bits in a logicode in the preceding section, in fact

each state can be represented by a ternary digit since the Table 2 illustrates the number of ternary digits required

FIG. 6. The complement of logicodes in Fig. 1.
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TABLE 1
Number of Bincodes, Logicodes, Restricted Logicodes,

and Sarkar’s Codes

Restricted
Bincodes Logicodes logicodes Sarkar’s codes

Text 19945 11759 11497 11294
1 59% 73% 57%

Figure 20309 11980 13786 11010
1 59% 68% 54%FIG. 7. Restricted logicodes.

Picture 13373 9421 11627 9053
1 70% 87% 68%

Mixed 21771 12225 14374 11253for bincodes, logicodes, restricted logicodes, and Sarkar’s
1 56% 66% 52%codes, where the ratios denote the number of bincodes,

Total 75398 45385 54284 42610restricted logicodes, and Sarkar’s codes, respectively, over
1 60% 72% 57%

the number of logicodes, and the corresponding ratios are
166%, 119%, and 95%.

According to Tables 1 and 2, the experimental results
show that the Gray code-based method may have about ods have better space utilization when compared to the
5% space saving when compared to the logicodes, but the well-known bincode representation. Logical operations
Sarkar’s codes need additional code conversion steps in can be applied to perform set operations on the proposed
some geometrical operations such as the centroid calcula- representations. In [24, 4], we showed that using logical
tion [20]. In some special cases such as the image consisting expressions to represent binary images facilitates the hard-
of a mass of checkerboard patterns mentioned above, e.g., ware implementation for manipulating bincode-based im-
the cloth with mesh-texture, the logicodes have better ages. In [24], nine fundamental image operations are in-
space saving. In addition, one product in Sarkar’s codes volved; in [4], eight geometrical transformations are
may represent a set of some disjoint blocks. Except for investigated. In fact, since the bincodes and our two pro-
spending a little more space, our proposed codes do have posed codes can be transformed into each other, the related
three advantages mentioned in the next section again. image algorithms developed in the bincodes can be used

by the proposed codes transparently.5. CONCLUSIONS
When compared to Sarkar’s method, except for spending

a little more space, our proposed codes do have threeWe presented two new compression methods for binary
advantages: (1) it is easier to extract the related geometricalimages. Experimental results show that our two new meth-
coordinates; (2) the bincodes can be used as direct input;
and (3) each restricted logicode represents a connected
black block, so the restricted logicodes are more suitable
for some operations such as neighbor finding [17, 18], which

TABLE 2
Number of Ternary Digits for Bincodes, Logicodes,

Restricted Logicodes, and Sarkar’s Codes

Restricted
Bincodes Logicodes logicodes Sarkar’s codes

Text 317872 186447 229984 180704
170% 1 123% 97%

Figure 313640 186824 214608 176160
168% 1 115% 94%

Picture 208684 148268 183272 144848
141% 1 124% 98%

Mixed 342352 193402 225960 180048
177% 1 117% 93%

Total 1186148 714941 853824 681760
166% 1 119% 95%

FIG. 8. A sample image.
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